A TRAINING PAMPHELET ON GROWING YOUR SALES

SURVEY FORM

SURVEY FORM
Shop Name:
Shop Address:
Shop City, St, Zip:

NAPA Store Number
Name & Address to send gift card and shirt

Name
Address:
City, St, Zip:

Circle Shirt Size

Men's: S M L XL XXL XXXL
Women's: S

M

L

FTF CHECKLIST
Shop Name:
HOSE REELS
__ Can each reel be pulled out smoothly and locked and then retracted properly
___
___
___
___

Are there any leaks anywhere on the reel
Is there a ball stop
Is the hose worn, torn, or bubbled
Does the shop need another reel for a new product or to better cover the shop

Notes & Parts Needed:

CONTROL HANDLES
___
___
___
___
___
___

Are any control handles leaking, check the swivel, meter face, and non-drip tip
Are there any missing or broken pieces
Does the swivel work at the inlet of the meter
Does the meter work; if mechanical, are the face and dial OK,
Does the meter work; if digital, is the display bright—is the battery indicator light on
Does the shop need any new meters

Notes & Parts Needed:

PUMPS
___
___
___
___
___
___

Does every pump have a regulator
Is there an airline filter; either at every pump or on main airline feeding the pumps
Are there any leaks
Are the hoses (both air & fluid) worn, torn, or bubbled
Is the shop satisfied with the pumps flow rate and pressure
Does the shop need any new pumps

Notes & Parts Needed:

USED FLUID
___ Does the shop have enough drains; check both used oil and used anti-freeze
___ Is there a safe clean method to empty the drain into the storage tank
___ Does the storage tank have a high level alarm and does it work

Notes & Parts Needed:
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FTF CHECKLIST
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
Hand Pump Portable Equipment
___ Is each component present; dolly, cover, pump, fluid hose
___ If grease, is there a follower plate
___ Are there any leaks

Air-Operated Portable Equipment
___ Is each component present; dolly, cover, pump, fluid hose, air quick coupler
___ If grease, is there a follower plate
___ Are there any leaks
___ Is there a regulator on each pump

Notes & Parts Needed:

GENERAL QUESTIONS
•

Is the shop satisfied with the performance of their existing system?

•

Is there anything the shop wants to add to their current system?

•

Do you need any specific assistance from Samson?
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